
How Shearwater Technology
quadrupled its capabilities

with PSSC Labs

400%
More core

processing hours

$71,000+
In savings versus
a cloud service

0
Days lost during

installation

C A S E  S T U D Y

Andrew Witzig,
President, Shearwater Technology

“Thanks to PSSC Labs, we are now operating at a new level. 
Their PowerWulf HPC Cluster has allowed us to enter into 
new business areas and has significantly increased our 
ability to be responsive to our customer’s needs.”



Shearwater Technology is a privately 
owned, Illinois-based engineering firm 
that specializes in modeling, simulation, 
and analysis for government and 
commercial sectors.

Challenges
NEEDING A MAJOR UPGRADE TO
MEET DEMAND

For Andrew Witzig, the president of Shearwater 
Technology, solving impossibly complex 
multiphysics problems is what he does best. But 
he didn't need a supercomputer to tell him that 
the math behind his small engineering firm was 
no longer adding up.

Andrew was in a tough spot: He was having to 
pass on jobs because the modeling and 
simulations required were just too demanding for 
his current setup. And when he did take on that 
work, he had to enlist a cloud HPC service to get 
the job done, and that never came cheap.

HIGHLIGHTS

CHALLENGES

Insufficient hardware capabilities
limited capacity and scope for
new work 

Increasingly demanding jobs
required off-site services that ate
into revenue

Limited potential for continued
growth and better customer value

SOLUTION

A turn-key HPC that was installed
and running simulations on day one

Better hardware significantly
improves capabilities and job
bandwidth

Easily scales to add even more
resources as the need arises

RESULTS

400 percent higher core hours
vastly increases pace and volume
of work

Capable of bidding on even bigger,
more intensive jobs

$71,000+ saved not having to
outsource from an HPC service
per hour

“Over the past few years, we’ve seen an 
increasing demand from our customers 
to not only run larger problems but also 
to process more problems concurrently,” 
Andrew explains.

“This created an ongoing competition for 
computing resources. Even though we 
could meet some of the demand on our 
existing HPC resources, we just didn't 
have enough headroom anymore.”
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“Occasionally we could transfer that cost to our customers, but often we had to 
eat that lost revenue,” he says. “We really needed larger and more accessible 
computing resources.”

“Around the time we were considering a cluster purchase, we had an immediate 
need to use a HPC resource to support multiple projects. In order for the cluster 
to make an impact on our work, we needed a solution that we could start using 
right away,” Andrew says. “We're not interested in building clusters. We're in the 
business of using clusters.”

It was time for an upgrade that could take Shearwater Technology to the next level. But, being 
an expert in this field, Andrew knew that he couldn't do this alone. He needed a partner that 
would walk with him every step of the way.

What Andrew needed was a turnkey, high performance computing solution that could hit the 
ground running on day one. A system powerful enough to meet the rising demand of his 
clients for years to come. And a partner who could provide ongoing support through the years 
to come. Andrew needed PSSC Labs.

“We knew we needed to grow to meet  
customer demand, and we needed a 
solution that we could use without 

worrying about the associated cost of 
running an individual problem.”
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Solution
A TURNKEY HPC SOLUTION THAT HITS THE GROUND RUNNING

When Andrew called PSSC Labs, it was immediately evident he had found the answer to his 
problems. They took the time to listen to his specific needs and crafted a custom PowerWulf 
ZRX1+ HPC Cluster based on the latest Intel Xeon Scalable series processors, specifically 
tailored to his requirements.

With a 57-step testing and integration process, the hardware, software, and networking 
powering this new cluster was guaranteed to seamlessly integrate with Andrew's programs. 
But it wasn’t until PSSC Labs arrived to install the machine that Andrew was really impressed.   

But PSSC Labs didn’t just hand Andrew the keys and wish him luck. Their thorough 
installation and design process meant he had everything he needed to begin optimizing their 
applications on the new hardware. 

Months later, when Andrew saw the need to expand his resources even further, PSSC Labs was 
already one step ahead. His PowerWulf ZXR1+ HPC cluster was built to be future-proof, making 
upgrades a simple, no-brainer investment.

“Alex Lesser from PSSC Labs personally installed the cluster for us and made sure 
it was set up correctly,” he says. “Everything went very smoothly—we had codes 
running on the cluster the same day. I know that it would've taken me weeks to 
do it alone, setting up all of the networking, the scheduler, and everything else.”

“Trying to do it on our own, we would have made mistakes and paid for those 
mistakes down the line,” Andrew says. “And it was so nice to have a thorough, 
professional install that we could work from.”
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“Thanks to PSSC Labs, we had a 
turnkey solution we were able to 

utilize almost immediately.”

“The process that PSSC Labs has for servicing and upgrading their clusters is 
remarkably easy from our end,” he explains.

“We're really happy with that and thrilled with the customer support that we've 
had. We purchased four new compute nodes and we were able to install them on 
our own. It gives us the power to expand this resource through reasonable annual 
investments that provide immediate returns.”



Results
AN HPC SOLUTION THAT QUADRUPLES COMPUTING POTENTIAL

Andrew’s new PowerWulf ZXR1+ HPC cluster didn’t just enhance his business, it completely 
transformed it. Having an onsite cluster meant he not only had the headroom for existing jobs 
but could compete at a whole new level.

That expanded potential has helped Andrew significantly diversify his revenue streams. And 
what’s just as exciting is he’s no longer stuck paying exorbitant rates to a cloud HPC service. He 
can run his new cluster day and night and reap every benefit.

But it’s not just the volume of data that Andrew can provide, the quality of his analysis is far 
beyond what Shearwater Technology was able to supply before, too.

“Some of our work is in areas that we wouldn't have necessarily either bid or even 
approached our customer with previously,” Andrew explains. “We knew we didn't 
have the capability to even tackle a problem of that complexity or that size. But 
now we have the capability to run these large-scale problems, and run multiples 
of them concurrently, to provide customers with a larger amount of data than we 
ever could previously.”

“We've logged more than 650,000 core hours of processing on the cluster in ten 
months,” he says. “That would have cost somewhere around $71,000 on an HPC 
service. With the computing resources we had previously, we might have logged 
somewhere around 160,000 core hours. That represents at least a four times 
increase in the amount of data products we've been able to provide our 
customers in the last year.”
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“We think it is really important that we 
add value wherever we are working. 

With PSSC Labs, our customers are now 
getting a better return on their 

investment each time they work with 
Shearwater, and that’s exciting!”

“Being able to process larger data sets not only increases the quantity of data we 
provide to our customers, but the quality as well. We are able to provide better 
data that has more context and clarity,” Andrew says. “This allows us to be able to 
service our customers in new and more meaningful ways and to provide
more value.”



Find out how an on-premise
HPC cluster can take your
business to the next level.
PSSC Labs is here to help you take control 
with affordable, turnkey high-performance 

computing solutions.

CONTACT US TODAY
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https://pssclabs.com/contact

